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“A Museum of the World, for the World”

• An Enlightenment institution, founded in 1753 ultimately answerable to 
Parliament

• ‘Not only for the inspection and entertainment of the learned and the 
curious, but for the general use and benefit of the public…’

• 8 million objects reflecting range of human endeavor from prehistory to 

now

• 6.9 million visitors in 2015/16.

• 40 million via the websites, available in Chinese, English, French, German, 
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Russian.



Visiting the Museum has never been easier:

Queues for the Tutankhamun exhibition, 1972



Visiting the Museum has never been easier:

British Museum walkthrough on Google Cultural Institute, 2016











What identity does it project?

• What are the markers which the museum uses to stabilise a national identity? 
• Collections ‘held for the benefit of all the world, present and future’
• Tension between universality and Britishness



Museum’s network & sphere: then 

• Collection was undertaken by branches of the British colonial and 
imperial network, and purchases made with public funds

“The Elgin Marbles! or John Bull buying 
stones at the time his numerous family 
want bread!!”
Satirical sketch, 1816, 
Museum number: 1868,0808.12833
CC BY-NC-SA 4.0, 
The Trustees of the British Museum 



How do we demarcate national 
boundaries online? 

• Top Level Domain (TLD): 
• .fr, .uk, .de, .za
• .edu, .org, .ac 
• ‘Country code domains, once seen merely as street signs for 

computer networks, are now indicators of national cultures, 
identities, and priorities.’ (Schlesinger-Wass, 2003)

• British Museum URL is www.britishmusuem.org - what does that 
tell us? 

• And how can it be measured?



Initial Crawl Results: 



Internal network



Level 1 links



IssueCrawler gives shape, Gephi gives 
significance



Conclusions
• 84/89 connections are with British institutions

• GLAM, statutory bodies, universities
• Publicly articulated identity is as universal, but online and offline 

positions networks are similar
• Echoes previous research Hale, Yasseri et al (2014): “real-world 

factors like geography continue to shape academic relationships 
even in the Internet age.”

• Echoes Halavias (2000): “the number of hyperlinks that cross 
international borders are significantly less than those that link to 
sites within the home country.”


